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Dennis Crouch

Warm greetings to all. For all of you who
attended the Colorado Springs reunion I
believe you would agree that it was a
wonderful get together and a superb success. All aspects of the reunion were
outstanding but the awesome memorial
and its dedication were truly highlights.
My sincere thanks to Joe Potter as the

reunion chair and to his entire team. Ken Blutt, Charlie Pocock, Jim Palmer,
Jimmie Butler, Marty Daack, Don Brooks, Dean Jones, Charlie Mutka, Tom
Petitmermet, Rhip Worrel, Dan Haller, Jim Roper and many others made the
reunion a tremendous success. Howie Pierson, Association Chaplain and emcee for the memorial dedication interjected a sprinkling of wit and humor during
this somber dedication and celebration of the lives of our fallen brothers. We
were extremely privileged to have Bud Day, Misty FAC, POW, and Medal of
Honor recipient, officiate at the dedication. A heartfelt thanks to all for your generous donation of your time and talents. Your team deserves many accolades.
Election of New Officers and Board Members: Many thanks to all
who served the FAC Association as Officers and Board members over the last
two years. A special thanks to Darrel Whitcomb, Historian, and Ned Helm,
Board Member, for their previous service. Darrel has received a contract that
will take his full time. He has been our Historian for years and has been instrumental in emphasizing our FAC History, ensuring its recording and safe keeping. Rick Atchison was elected as our new Historian, and he is already at
work archiving our FAC History. Tom McGrain was elected to replace Ned as
our new Board Member and I’m looking forward to working with him in the future. Welcome aboard to Rick and Tom. Cal Anderson, Board Member, and
Skip Smothermon, Secretary, were re-elected to their posts. Bob Gorman,
Jay Barnes and Ken Blutt retain their positions as their terms will not expire for
another two years. Lastly, your President and Vice President, Denny Crouch,
and Bob Green were re-elected to their positions.
FAC Association Governance: You may recall that your FAC Association Officers and BOD have taken actions to improve the governance of your
FAC Association. I am very happy to report that all omissions occurring in the
early formation of the FAC Association have now been corrected. We were fully
reinstated as a Corporation in the State of Florida in early 2008 and I’m glad to
report that the IRS has now approved the FAC Association for retroactive recognition as a Tax Exempt Veteran’s Organization under section 501 (C) (19) of
the Internal Revenue Code. I reported this at the Membership meeting in Colorado Springs, but for those not there I wanted you all to know. The retroactive
date for this IRS determination is August 2, 2001 which is important for tax
treatment of any donations made to the FAC Association and the memorials
that we’ve dedicated since that time. I’m very pleased with this outcome. In addition, the membership accepted minor changes to the bylaws but it also clarified and strengthened the responsibilities of the treasurer. The bylaws are
posted on the FAC Association website. In addition, I want to thank Chuck
Johnson, Jake 73, for his efforts, and others, in accomplishing a financial audit
of the FAC Association finance records. Also, thanks to Bob Gorman for

instituting this necessary process.
Next FAC Association Reunions: Of great interest
to all our members is the plan for follow-on reunions. A slight
change was the desire to select the next two reunion locations
and we did that. Terry Tabor, FAC Museum and OV-10
Bronco Association, now called the Veteran’s Memorial Air
Park, gave a presentation to have a reunion in the Fort Worth
area, and Pratt Ashworth/Tom Bohan gave a dual presentation of their vision for the Phoenix/Tucson area. The membership decided that the 2010 reunion will be held in the Fort
Worth area and the 2012 reunion will be held in the Tucson
area. Both reunions will be in the September/October time
period with specific dates to be determined. Thanks to Terry,
Pratt and Tom for your work in putting together your presentations for the membership, and for your efforts now and in the
future.
I’d like to add a final word on an unplanned event that
occurred after the Memorial Dedication at Colorado Springs.
After the official dedication of the FAC Association Memorial, a
beautiful granite memorial which is pictured in this newsletter,
an event took place that involved some who served as Raven
FACs and who wanted to “christen” the memorial and share a
toast with their memorialized brothers on that monument. A
bedpan was used for christening. Although many attendees
had departed the area, some of our honored guests and other
FACs, friends and families, to include members of the community, witnessed the event. A few FACs felt that it was an act of
public disrespect for our newly dedicated memorial, negated
support to honored families, and discredited our association.
They asked for revocation of membership for two members of
the association. We began an exhaustive investigation and
spent considerable time and effort gaining pertinent facts and
determining necessary actions. We determined that there was
no disrespect intended and that the “personal” ceremony was
accomplished with deep reverence for our fallen FAC brothers
and to demonstrate the love that they held for them. Revocation of membership was not warranted. However, the time and
place for conducting this “personal” ceremony did exhibit bad
judgment. The ceremony was out of context for the times, and
those guests viewing the “christening”, without explanation,
could not possibly understand the personal and unplanned
“christening” ceremony. Let me state that in the future, any
member who wishes to conduct a “personal” ceremony in conjunction with a reunion will require the approval of the reunion
committee, and the FAC Association BOD will be informed.
The bedpan should not be used. Further, individual members
will not be constrained from holding private ceremonies but
they will be done privately with due consideration given to the
propriety of the event and how it may appear to the uninitiated.
A more complete summary of this event will be placed on the
FAC Association Website for a period. I’m very satisfied with
the conclusions reached and I’m convinced the actions taken
were correct. I wish to thank the officers and board members
for their thorough work in this important matter.
A final thought: Our nation has just elected a new president. I know we all wish him success in leading our nation.
This is the greatest country in the world and the problems we
have will be solved in time. I truly believe we have the national
resolve to correct the important issues of the day. I couldn’t
end without a reminder to keep all of our troops and their families in prayer. God Bless you and God Bless America.
Happy New Year to all, Denny Crouch

TREASURER'S REPORT
Bob Gorman
1 December, 2008
The Colorado Springs 2008 FAC Reunion is now history. I was
embarrassed when the financial report that I had prepared
wouldn’t run on the computer we had for the general meeting,
but was very happy when you all were ready to accept my recommendations without having seen any of the numbers. You
have Walt Want to thank for his motion to delay that vote until I
could get some numbers on the screen. During the rest of the
program I sweated bullets trying to get a chart together that
would play on the screen. Thanks for your confidence.
The 2009 budget that you approved has the following provisions:
Mandatory Expenses
Newsletter
$3750
2010 Reunion Seed Money $2000
President
$500
Historian
$300
Admin/Postage
$200
Discretionary Expenses
Archive Support
$300
Fallen Brothers
$435
FACM Support
$2000
FAC Association Foundation $5000
Management Reserve

$1493

In early January, I will be presenting an update of this plan to
our Board of Directors for their review. Again, thanks for your
confidence.
As of close of business 30Nov 2008 our financial status was as
follows: (Excluding the COS account)
Total funds available: $117, 118. Made up of $4,845 interest
income, $9606 designated funds transferred from the Florida
bank account;$17, 352 in annual dues; $ 85,790.00 in Life Membership dues; (of which $73,500 is classified “deferred revenue”
to support our life members in the future); and for the first time
we have received “royalty income” of $816 from sales of the
book “Cleared Hot”.

Now a reminder to those who pay annual dues !
Our membership year is defined as 1 January
thru 31 December with dues payable NLT the end
of February. Take a look at our BYLAWS on
http://www.fac-assoc.org/membership/ByLaws.pdf
Happy New Year
Bob Gorman, Jake 44
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HEROES OF THE JOINT POW/MIA ACCOUNTING
COMMAND by REGINALD HATHORN

IN MEMORIAM
“To fly west, my friend, is a flight we all must take for a final
check.” — Author unknown
Richard T Scott
Jimmy Carter
Colonel Oum
Paul Merrick
Anthony Syracusa
Wilson Hurley
Arthur Sibthorpe
Steven Neal
Charles MacIvor

We FACs of the 23rd TASS made a pact with each other. We
vowed that if we went down for any reason, nobody would be left
behind. Every effort would be made to rescue the living and injured,
and to recover the bodies of the dead. NO ONE would be left behind.
That was our solemn vow to each other.
Combat missions flown into Steel Tiger, Tiger Hound, the Barrel
Roll, the PDJ and North Vietnam by the crews of the 23rd TASS were
the most dangerous ever flown by anyone, anywhere. Dangerous not
only from the magnitude of hostile fire, but also the terribly violent
killer attitude of the Pathet Lao and Viet Minh natives and the NVA.
Not to mention the rugged karst mountainous terrain.
If a downed airman was not rescued by helicopter fairly quickly the
result was almost certainly a search for a body. And such a search
could cover a period of days, weeks, or years. Years? Yes, years and
even decades after a warrior was lost.
Who would be looking for a lost or dead warrior years after a loss?
Ever hear of the JOINT POW/MIA ACCOUNTING COMMAND? Its
personnel would be, every day of every month of every year, that’s
who. Two units, the U.S. Army Central Identification Laboratory,
Hawaii, and the Joint Task Force-Full Accounting Team, were combined to form JPAC in 2003. These are the guys to think of when we
see the famous black and white patch depicting a silhouetted prisoner’s
head with the words YOU ARE NOT FORGOTTEN. They go to the
four corners of the world looking for our lost buddies. Heroes all.
My respect and admiration for them is limitless. To wit: In March
1969 my 5th SF “Covey rider” Sgt. Timothy Walters, and Capt. Box
Rex were shot down on a SF team insertion. We were unable to recover the bodies due to severe hostile fire. In the same month, a NIMROD A-26 took a full clip of 37mm fire and crashed as we listened
and watched. The pilots were Capts. Widdis and White. The wreck
burned and exploded for hours. The loss of those four haunted me.
Finally, 22 years later, I couldn’t stand it any longer and phoned the
POW/MIA team in Hawaii. The team leader was very receptive and
we had a long talk. I gave him names, dates, coordinates, and all pertinent facts. A year went by before the phone rang. The team leader
reported that the A-26 crash site had been found and the two pilots’
bodies recovered and identified. But the Lao government had evicted
the team; they would try again later for Capt. Rex and Sgt. Walters.
More than a year passed before the phone rang again. Pieces of the
O-2 had been found along with remains. A difficult process confirmed
both Bob’s and Timothy’s ID. After some 24 years, both Capt. Rex
and Sgt. Walters were home. My conscience was eased and closure
had come for four families.
JPAC’s identification laboratory is the only one of its type in the
world. The largest forensic anthropology lab, it is home to more than
30 forensic anthropologists with advanced degrees and expertise in
skeletal analysis, archeology, DNA and odontologists (dentists). All
are military officers.
The POW/MIA team’s lab identifies about two servicemen a week,
or one hundred per year. Still missing are about 8,100 from the Korean War, more than 1,750 from Vietnam, and more than 78,000 from
WWII, so JPAC guys and gals are not likely to run out of work. They
are the unsung heroes of our military and military families of MIAs.
Work by these good people of JPAC bring heroes home, and comfort
to families when their loved one is buried with honors.
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New citizen Nupaul
and friends
Photo: Dave Judson

The twenty third of July 2008 started out like any other July day in
San Antonio Texas; warm, a bit humid, clear skies and a mild breeze out
of the south. But this day was unlike any other day in the lives of over
100 men and women, boys and girls from 58 different countries. Because this day was the day that these soon-to-be new Americans would
take the oath of United States citizenship and pledge their allegiance to
the United States of America.
One of these new Americans you probably already know. His name is
Nupaul Lanon, or as he is also known, Nail 00, or CINC Nail Hole. Sixteen Nails from around the country traveled to San Antonio to honor
Nupaul on this day for his extraordinary achievement. Dressed in his
dark blue suit and proudly sporting a small American Flag, Nupaul
raised his right hand, and with a huge smile across his face, took the oath
of United States Citizenship. Following the ceremony we honored Nupaul with a small reception at a very nice, nearby Asian restaurant.
Nupaul’s story is unique. Not only did he take care of the Nails from
1963 to 1975, but for 11 years following the war in Southeast Asia, Nupaul also continued to serve the United States. During Operation Desert
Storm he drove a semi tractor trailer truck in Saudi Arabia delivering
munitions to American Forces deployed there. In 2000 Nupaul was rescued from the Asian jungle and brought to the United States. He attended
the 2000 FAC reunion in Ft. Walton beach and has remained in the
United States ever since. He currently lives and works in the San Antonio area.
At the 2008 FAC reunion in Colorado Spring we again honored Nupaul,
and very fittingly before the FAC organization gathered there, our FAC
Association President, Denny Crouch, presented Nupaul with the Statue
of Liberty lapel pin.
Thank you Nupaul for your
service to the United States,
your fellow country men and
women, and we welcome you
to the United States of America.
Photo: Dave Judson

Editor’s note: Reginald Hathorn is the author of Here There Are
Tigers: The Secret Air War in Laos, 1968-69. .
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FAC Association 2008 Reunion Colo. Springs
The 2008 FAC Association Reunion in Colorado Springs was attended by approximately 450 FACs. The FAC Hootch was
the center of social activities. This year, to help FACs connect by call sign and TASS, name cards were posted on each table. There were all TASS’s, plus Covey, Nail, Rustic, Jake, Jade, Raven, Misty, and many others. In addition to the Hootch,
the FAC Memorial Dedication, and the FAC banquet, there were side trips to Pikes Peak, the Garden of the Gods, a tour of
the Air Force Academy grounds, a great tailgate party and an exciting football game.
Some of the first-timers to a FAC Assn. Reunion expected a big division within the association by the various call
signs but they quickly found that the FACA is one big fraternity, without much regard to call sign or FAC specialty or aircraft type. We are all brothers.
Thursday was golf and a number of optional activities, including Peterson AFB Air Museum visit, and a visit to the adjacent restoration facility, plus a great lunch buffet at the PAFB Club (all ranks, like most bases nowadays). The tour was so
popular we wound up returning two hours behind schedule. After another visit to the Hootch, we joined a large group for
the Flying W Ranch cowboy steak dinner and show. About ½ of the entire reunion participated in that one. Long day, but a
great evening.
Friday was the main day for official activities, and was an absolutely perfect day. The main
event was the morning dedication of the new FAC Memorial. The memorial itself is a work of art –
red granite, with the names of the 247 FAC KIA, plus another nearly 50 observers, interpreters, etc
who were KIA on the FAC missions. Howie Pierson (Nail 01, FACA Chaplain) was the M/C, and did
a great job, injecting humor into an otherwise somber occasion. The dedication itself was officiated by Col. Bud Day, Misty FAC, POW and Medal of Honor recipient. Bud is a true American
hero.
At the service, a special seating area right up front was reserved for the honored families of our
KIA brothers. Most other seating was open. A large contingent of uniformed Hmong soldiers and
their wives, in native Hmong garb, joined us. These soldiers stood at attention in formation
throughout the entire ceremony. The total attendance included nearly all USAFA Grads from the
two reunions (’63 and ’68) and many members of various other classes.
Halfway through the ceremony, a two-ship of Birddogs did a
smoke-trail fly-by, followed by a smoke-trail fly-by of a formation
of two O-2A’s. Brought back memories - AIR POWER! Following a 21-gun salute, a fourship of F-16’s executed a perfect missing-man flyover. It was a totally impressive and very
moving dedication.
After a short lunch break was the FACA Membership Meeting. President Denny Crouch
presented the State of the Association . The most significant item was the IRS’ acceptance
of our association as a 501C-19 (veterans’) group, for tax purposes, retroactive to
2001. What this means to members is that any donations/expenses made to the FAC Assn and/or the FAC
Museum back to 2001 are recognized by the IRS as fully deductible under the tax
code. After the Treasurer presented the 2008-2009 budgets, and adoption of some minor
C&BL changes recommended by the BOD, we heard presentations on future reunion
sites by both Ft. Worth and Arizona. The membership voted on sites as described
above. Following that was the election of officers for the next two years. Several had
four-year terms, and were excluded. Most other officers were re-elected. Due to a contract project, Darrell Whitcomb stepped down as Historian, and was replaced by Rich
Atchison (of Bat 21 fame). Tom McGrain was elected to a vacant Director position.
That evening was the FAC Banquet. To describe a FAC Banquet defies words. It was
unforgettable. After a songfest performance by the FACeroos, we retired to the Hootch
for one last nightcap as a group.
Saturday revolved around the tailgate party at Falcon Stadium and the big AF-Navy game. The pre-game show was very
impressive. They had planned a drop of the Academy Sport Parachute Team, but winds were too strong for the jump, so it
turned into a C-17 flyover. This was followed by a flyby of the B2 bomber, then an O1E and an O2A (the announcer acknowledged the FAC Association Reunion several times) and a two-ship flyby of F-22A Raptors. At the north end of the field,
they stood practically on their tails and climbed out of sight. Just for old times’ sake, the Falcons lost to Navy, 27-33.
Wish you all had been there – you’d have loved it! At the FACA Membership Business meeting, the decision was made
that the 2010 reunion will be in Ft. Worth, home of the FAC Museum. The 2012 reunion will be in Tucson, home of the Pima
Air Museum. Specific dates TBA. You all should really try to make it – not to be missed!
Jay Barnes
Jake 26
Tam Ky'70
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LITERARY CORNER
CLEARED HOT is out!
Congratulations to Peter Condon, one of our esteemed Australian
members, on the publication of his wonderful project. It is a coffeetable format printed book of some 572 pages, with 230 of the stories
contained on our FAC history CD. This makes it more easily enjoyed
at the reader’s leisure. It has been so well received that Peter has begun work on a second volume that will include all of the remaining
stories on the CD, plus any late entries. If you have an untold story,
submit it to your TASS editor for inclusion in volume II. See the website or CD to learn who that might be, or Tim Eby as a backup.
Order Cleared Hot from the FAC website, or at
http://www.lulu.com/content/2813093. Price is $25 well-spent dollars plus about $8 shipping. Awaiting word on the date for volume II.

And while you’re reading This from Al Matheson:
Looking for a good read....? Look for:
"Here There Are Tigers; The Secret Air War in Laos, 1968-69", by
Nail 31, Reginald Hathorn , just out! Great read.
(See page three article, right column. Ed.)

General Carlson retires
Congratulations to General Bruce Carlson on the formal completion
of his distinguished 37 year career of service to USAF. Among other
incidental, various and sundry assignments and commands through the
years, the latest being Commander, Air Force Materiel Command, he
was a FAC during the Vietnam War, flying the OV-10. We wish you
Happy Retirement, General Carlson!

Captain James Cross Returns
On 10 Oct Denny Couch and I attended the funeral for Capt James
Cross in Vienna (near Warren), Ohio. Capt Cross was a Raven, KIA
on April 24th 1970. The Honorable Craig Duering, also a Raven, and
Assistant Secretary of the AF for Manpower and Reserve Affairs,
attended and presented the folded flag to the family.
The service was well attended, with father Edward Cross, two
brothers and other family members and many friends present. Also
some Girl Scouts, Patriot Guard Riders, the Second Brigade (children
and friends of Vietnam vets), honor guards from the local VFW and
Wright-Patterson AFB, a 21-gun salute and taps were featured.
Denny, Craig and I placed nickels on the casket, Denny was honored
to speak briefly and presented Mr. Cross with the FAC Tribute
Plaque. After the service we attended a luncheon and spoke with the
family.
from Zot Barrazzotto

"American Patriot: Life and wars of Bud Day" by Robert Coram.
(there is a test, see if you can get through the prologue without a
Kleenex?)
For those past Louis L’Amor:
"Luckys Bridge, Termite Hill, and Tango Uniform" by Tom Hill
(trilogy) is still one of the best reads available, re F-105/CAP ops over
Laos/Nvn if you can find a copy. I have my best success at ABE.com.
AL Matheson
Nail 213/FACBOOK CD

From Our Art Department
Walter Want has delivered on his promise to make prints of Andy
Whyte’s O-2A Aircraft painting, commissioned by Toby Rushforth,
available to the interested public. The original is on display at the
NMUSAF at Wright-Patterson
AFB.
Print sizes range from 8x10 to
16x20, framed or unframed,
with or without pilot wings
and medals. Prices range
from $12 to $340 plus S&H.
See the FAC website for full
details or contact
Nail21www@aol.com, or
Walter W. Want
P.O. Box 1029
Newberg, OR 97132-8029.
What a keepsake!

Photos on page four clockwise from top left: Liz Roper and baby (Jim
Butler), Bruce Walker tribute (by daughter Lorin), the indomitable Gene
McCutchan (Ken Hinks), FAC flyby (Jim Butler). Patriot Guards escort
(Mike Cryer), Nupaul at football game (unremembered), background:
Howie Pierson (Jim Butler). Thanks to all contributors of photos.
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Zot (rt) and Honor Guard

Denny presents FAC Tribute

Notes from Denny: (My talk)... seemed to strike a cord with the
Cross family and others and I’m glad it did. I also tried to express the job of the FAC to the crowd as many didn’t
know...Isn’t it great that we are still looking for our lost comrades! Can you imagine another country doing that? We are
so privileged to be a citizen of these United State. God Bless
America.
I received a call from John Cross (brother) expressing his
appreciation to the FAC Association. He’s sending an article
from their paper to me. I had previously invited the entire Cross
family to Dayton so that he can see the FAC Memorial at the
NMUSAF and Capt John Cross’s name on that memorial. They
are planning on coming in the future and I’m sure that Zot and I
will enjoy escorting them at the museum.

Hon. Craig Duering
Photo by Mike Cryer
Other photos by Zot and Denny

Reunion Thoughts From An Honored Family

Stream of Reunion Consciousness
Leaving the reunion, your editor decided to jot down some of the many
feelings and thoughts tumbling through his heart and mind, settling in
his soul:
...long, hard drive—beginning to wonder if it is worth the effort...the
first warm & hearty greeting answered that question...oh, the indomitable spirit of Gene (Red Marker, who enjoyed his 89th birthday at
the reunion) and Howie, ol’ beautiful blue eye...who but Howie would
wear an American flag eye patch...Peterson air museum impressive—
displays so impeccably maintained...even more impressed by the surprise stop at PACWEST renovators—the employees passion is remarkable...I have never seen such a clean hangar...so many buds to meet
and greet—so little time...beautiful little Roper twins—younger than
my grandsons…beautiful memorial standing in silent dignity in a magnificent setting...fallen warriors well remembered…awesome to be
in the company of so many true American heroes...haven’t seen Skip
in 38 years...looking straight up the tailpipe of the missing man—the
red afterburner fire shrinking to a pinpoint as he ascends into the heavens...my eyes keep watering—damn dirty Colorado air messing with
my tear ducts...widow of one of our fallen heroes saying that this is the
first time she has cried since 1972...a warm hug and a whispered
“Thank You” from another...this is our Association at its best...the
plea and quiet desperation in the voices of two brothers looking for
information—any information—on their brother lost in 1967 (see
“Oomie Cox” left column)...eight Purple Hearts and a Distinguished
Service Cross across the cap of our SOG guest warrior/poet...a fresh
poem handwritten on tablet paper inspired by our reunion...inscriptions
in granite—more damn dirty Colorado air...sudden bursts of laughter at
old memories brought to life and well told...chagrin at how many
guys still fit into their party suits when Capt. Skinny cannot...thunder
of the F-22s shaking my very soul...good ballgame (bad result) - cold,
wet wind—warm friendships—shared clothes—shared laughs—good
tailgate party food—great fun...fresh fallen snow on Pikes
Peak...disappointment at missing our buds who couldn’t come...aging
bodies slowing down—warrior spirits that aren’t...true bonds like this
cannot be found anywhere else...is this modern society worthy of such
men (and women)?...the blood and sacrifice of our current generation
of heroes on the field of battle answer, “Yes, it is”...God save our
Republic.

My mother and I were privileged to attend the 2008 FAC Reunion
and Memorial dedication. The people were lovely, the monument was
beautiful, the ceremony was moving and meeting a Covey for the first
time brought me to tears.
My dad went down days before my first birthday and meeting the
men he trained and served with brought me that much closer to knowing him. To all the FACs, thank you for this cherished experience. To
the planning Committee, Jimmie, and our wonderful escorts Nancy
and Bob (who have known me since I was this high), thank you -- for
everything.
Lorin Walker
Daughter
Captain Bruce C. Walker MIA 1972
Covey 282
During the Memorial Dedication in Colorado Springs this past October,
I had the privilege of meeting the brothers and son of Major Ommie
T. Cox. Ron Cox, son of Major Ommie Cox (KIA 1967), was 11 years
old when he lost his father. Many years have passed since that tragic day
and unfortunately many questions remain for the family and especially
for Ron. I would like to hear from anyone that knew or served with
Major Cox either before or during his tour in Vietnam. I made a
promise to Ron that I would try to find all who served with his dad, and I
will attempt to write a biography for the Cox Family. If you are able to
provide any information about Major Cox, contact me either by email or
phone. Crew Chief Bob Green, numba1cc@crosslink.net 504-7752830 Please help. Thank you.

Cowtown Warbird Roundup
23—26 April 2009
Mark your calendars, saddle up, and head for Fort Worth, TX!
Visit, caress, admire OV-10s, O-2s, O-1s and several fighters that you
controlled in the Veterans Memorial Airpark. Hang out in the FAC Museum and the replicated Nail Hole. Kick tires of several current, flying
warbirds on active duty. Talk with their flight crews. Listen to expert
briefings in the ready room. All this plus renewing old acquaintances
and enjoying great camaraderie is yours at this years CWR!
Highlights include: Lockheed Martin plant tour, Runway Fun Run,
Flight Suit Dinner, Airplane and Hot Air Balloon rides, Auto and Motorcycle Show, Tractor Pull, Military Aircraft Arrivals and Departures.
Go To: www.CWR09.com for schedule details and registration.

Photo by
Ken Hinks

ATTENTION NAILS!
Nail Association announces a Nail
Gathering at CWR 09
Nails especially, but also all FACs are
invited, encouraged, cajoled, begged,
and hereby ordered to gather for the good
times afforded by this great event put on
by the OBA/FACM/VMAP. Enjoy the
ambiance of the Nail Hole and the Ready
Room. Bring your party suit, war stories,
spousal units (if they still have a sense of
humor), and your age 23 mindset for a memorable good time with your old buds. Come early to watch the jets land,
stay late to watch them leave, and tell lies in between! Contact the Nail
Assoc. at 800-356-4953 or ned@wingset.com for more information.

Please mail in your dues to Treasurer Bob
Gorman today. Use the form on page 8 of
this issue of the FAC Newsletter.
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FAC Association
308 CR 134
Hico, TX 76457
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

THE FAC ASSOCIATION

Annual dues are $20
Life membership dues depend on your age
55yrs and under—-$225
56 to 60 yrs
— $200
61 to 65 yrs
—$175
66yrs +
—$150

Copy this page, fill in the table below, and
send your check to:
Bob Gorman
3416 Broken Hill St.
Newbury Park, CA 91320-5501

FAC Association Membership and Annual Dues Form
Enclosed is my check for $———- Make me a member of/continue my membership in the FAC Association
First Name + MI

Last Name

DOB (mm/dd/yyyy)

Spouses Name

Mailing Address

City

State

ZIP + 4

Telephone (

Email Address

Call Sign

A/C or Specialty

FAC Tour Dates

Locations

Comments

)

Organization/Sqdn/TASS
Signature
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